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Address Chongqing Hoson Glassware Co., Ltd 
No.6, Changdian Road,  
New Chayuan Residential Zone,  
Nan’an District, Chongqing,

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
The mainly products contains high-end Chinese liquor, vodka, whiskey, brandy, rum and other glass packaging. The products are best—selling in
domestic liquor companies, and exports to United States, Russia and other countries and regions.  
The company has also long been adhering to the´quality is life´development philosophy, with unique technology, fine workmanship, good aesthetics
advantages,our products are favored by customers . At the same time we continuing to improve the system of brand building, promote brand strategy
through the CIS and participate in domestic and international technology assessment and large-scale exhibition etc, which greatly enhance visibility
and reputation of company in the industry. 
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